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U. S. Virgin Islands 
MVLS has produced license plates and validation 
stickers for the USVI since 1986. The USVI has 
approximately 22 specialty plates not including 
general issue personalized plates. MVLS has helped 
these local non-profits in raising over $500,000 in  
the past 11 years. MVLS prides itself on being very 
involved with their clients in the USVI and we visit 
these customers at least twice each year.

MVLS utilizes 3M materials exclusively for all of our license plate programs
be they short or large run. Our plates utilize the 3M Ensure Mark*
vertically through the center of the plate and a DST on the right quarter.

British Virgin Islands 
MVLS has produced license plates for the BVI for 
over 8 years. Graphic plates are new to the BVI.
A new graphic replacement for passenger plates 
first begun in 2010 is currently in process. Graphic 
plates are also now in use for various Livery, Taxi, 
and personalized plates in the BVI.
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St. Lucia 
MVLS previously produced plates for St. Lucia. 
These plates were primarily for the Taxi Association 
in St. Lucia as all other plates were of the British 
style/format.  

St. Maarten, N.A.
MVLS produced plates for St. Maarten, N. A., for 
over 10 years. In 2008, we relinquished the contract 
to a Chinese company who provided less expensive 
plates but also an inferior product. The plate design 
faded quickly in the first year and was replaced the 
following year. The experience was the same again 
in 2009.

We continue to work with our local agent producing 
validation stickers and small plate orders for 
surrounding islands.

St. Eustatius, N.A.
MVLS has produced license plates for St. Eustatius 
since 1999. In 2007, a new plate was introduced and 
produced using Chinese sheeting. In 2010, MVLS 
once again received the contract for St. Eustatius 
plates. We also produce the validation stickers for all 
of their plates.
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Antigua & Barbuda 
MVLS produced windshield validation stickers for 
the Transportation Board for all vehicles from 1999 
through 2001. New license plates were designed 
and a quotation was presented in 2002. They con-
tinue to have their plates made locally at highly 
inflated prices. 

Haiti
2006, 2007, 2009. MVLS produced license plates for 
the Haiti Police, all 5 regions of the country, in 2006.  
In 2007 and 2009 additional plates were ordered. 
Each region is designated by a particular color with 
its own numbering system.

Saba, N.A.
MVLS has produced the license plates for
Saba, N. A. (now called Saba), since 1999. The 
most recent re-issue of Saba plates occurred in 
January 2011 and were produced by MVLS.
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American Samoa - Late in 2010, MVLS was contacted to design and 
produce new license plates for American Samoa. The plates issued in 
2010 were produced using Chinese sheeting in Singapor. The paint on 
these plates did not even last one year. The "sticker well" dies were 
installed in the press backwards so instead of a raised area on the plate 
the "sticker wells" were debossed and had to be painted by hand. The 
dies used for the numbers in the first half of the year were motorcycle 
sized dies on a passenger size plate. The second half of the year had 
standard passenger size number dies.  In January 2011, MVLS produced 
the first graphic design for American Samoa. Those plates are currently 
being phased in this year. The Government is very pleased with the work 
of MVLS.

Province of Alberta - In 1997, MVLS, working with Hi-Signs Manufactur-
ing, Ltd., produced prototype license plates at the request of the Govern-
ment in anticipation of the Centennial of the Province. This project did 
not move forward and the designs are still the property of MVLS. 

Canadian Olympic Association - In 1986, MVLS became a sponsor of 
the 1988 Calgary Olympic Games in Calgary Alberta Canada. We 
produced both legal and souvenir plates as an Olympic sponsor. Our 
association with the Canadian Olympic Association expired after the 
Atlanta 1996 Olympic Games.

Virgin Islands Olympic Committee (USVI) - Since 1996, we have 
designed and produced a new legal Olympic license plate every two 
years for both the winter and summer Games. We have donated nearly 
$50,000 to the USVI Olympic Committee since 1996. The new legal 
license plate commemorating the London 2012 Games went on sale 
earlier this year in the USVI.

Northwest Territories and Nunavut - MVLS designed prototype plates 
for Historic Vehicles in 2002 based on the 1941 NWT license plate.  
Ultimately the design did not move forward. In 2008, MVLS was 
contacted to produce sample prototype plates for Nunavut. Several 
designs were submitted. Designs are still pending. 

Presidential Inaugurals - MVLS has produced Inaugural license plates 
for the 2001, 2005 and 2009 U.S. Preidential Inaugurations.

U. S. Forces Korea - 2002 was the first year MVLS produced plates for 
the U. S. Forces in Korea.  Recently we received an inquiry about a 
design change.  We are awaiting word on what that might be. Plates are 
currently still in use.

ADDITIONAL MVLS PROJECTS
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ADDITIONAL MVLS PROJECTS

U. S. Government - Secret Service; duplicate plates produced for 
vehicles used as decoys for Vice President Richard Cheney. No further 
information can be provided.  

U. S. Army - MVLS has produced plates for the U. S. Army since 2007 
through 2011 (current). These plates are produced for an Army base in 
Pennsylvania on an as needed basis.

Car Clubs - MVLS produces a wide array of custom designed souvenir 
plates for various clubs and organisations such as Route 66 Fun Run, 
ALPCA, etc.

Marshall Islands - In 2011 MVLS was contacted to produce a reissue of 
plates in the Marshall Islands. A contract is expected early in the second 
quarter of 2011.  Prototypes have been produced and shipped.

State of Oregon - In 1996 MVLS received the contract for the Public 
Utilities Commission 1996 (PUC plate order).

Nato Summit - Washington DC 50th Anniversary - In 1999 MVLS 
produced the Presidential License Plates (under President Clinton) for the 
Nato Summit VIP detail for all countries attending this Summit in Wash-
ington D. C.

State of Colorado - Pawnee and Clifton Fire Districts - In 2010 MVLS 
designed license plates for the Pawnee and Clifton Fire Districts in the 
State of Colorado. These plates are produced in Colorado by Juniper 
Valley Products using 3M reflective material.

Republic of Palau - Plates were produced in 2000 for the Sonsorol State 
in Palau and for the Ngchesar State in 2004. We served as the sub-
contractor on this project.
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